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BERLIN NIGHT EMBASSY: FOURTH RESIDENCY ON OCTOBER 20TH

++ PANSY START THEIR PROGRAMME  ++
++ ONE WEEK OF QUEER CELEBRATIONS AND COMMUNITY BUILDING ++

Welcome to PANSY’s paradise! With the fourth Ambassadors of the Night, PANSY, BERLIN NIGHT 
EMBASSY by Jägermeister continues to push creativity and create a new experience within 
Berlin’s nightlife. PANSY’s residency will provide an immersive multimedia experience of queer 
performances, naked readings, educational events on sexual health and discussions around 
community building.

When? October 20 - October 26, 2019 
Where? Falckensteinstraße 48, 10997 Berlin

PANSY: 
PANSY’s residency will be a queer feminist utopia where people are able to showcase their gifts to 
the world. Acoustic acts and DJ workshops will counterbalance wild performance parties that go 
until the early hours of the morning. There will be a day-long marketplace and Tea Dance that will 
highlight the myriad of queer-owned businesses thriving all across Berlin. A symposium around the 
project Let’s Talk About Sex and Drugs will feature free HIV and STD testing, plus experts in the field 
of sexual health and drug use providing information throughout the day. And food...there will be 
delicious food. 
 
PANSY is given a blank canvas to explore her topics and concepts. Take a dip in the waters of her 
paradise and celebrate Berlin’s queer community! 

DOORS
OPEN

OCT 20
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The NIGHT EMBASSY draws inspiration from both Jägermeister’s own heritage of irreverent 
perfectionism and the freeform creativity of Berlin’s long-standing nightlife and art scene. As such, 
Jägermeister welcomes artists based in Berlin from any background, age and level of experience: 
The NIGHT EMBASSY is open to all bold thinkers committed to bringing their ideas to life. Our 
selected projects shine a light on new possibilities for artforms connected to club culture, and 
foster a strong sense of community.

The NIGHT EMBASSY is supported of the NIGHT EMBASSY Creative Board, 5 renowned figures known 
for their contributions to Berlin’s club and music culture: Lutz Leichsenring, executive member 
of the Berlin Club Commission; Christine Kakaire, music journalist; Dimitri Hegemann, Berlin 
club luminary and founder of Tresor; Linnea Palmestål, DJ, activist and founder of women’s, trans 
and non-binary collective No Shade; and Bernard Koomson, DJ and founder of artist collective 
deadHYPE.
 

STAY UPDATED: 
Sign up for our mailing list to receive bi-weekly Ambassador programme releases on www.night-
embassy.com. For more information,  inspiration as well as coverage of our Ambassadors as they 
embark on their scholarships; with a full schedule of public showcases TBA, follow the NIGHT 
EMBASSY on Instagram 

CONTACT: 
NIGHT EMBASSY
Osia Katsidou
Public Relations
E-mail:  osia@night-embassy.com
Website: www.night-embassy.com


